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Abstract
Since the 2012 recall election of Governor Scott Walker,

political polarization in Wisconsin has become a major topic

of research. Research on Wisconsin’s politics has shown

that there is mass polarization in Wisconsin’s electorate.

However, there is little research done on polarization of

political donors. This study intends to fill this research gap

by studying networks of political donors in Wisconsin. Data

from the Wisconsin Campaign Finance Information System

is used to create network analyses of donors to candidates

for Wisconsin’s gubernatorial and state-legislative races.

Through network analysis, this study found that political

donor networks have become more polarized since the

2012 recall elections. This conclusion that donor networks—

the people who are funding the state’s elections—have

recently become more polarized provides context for the

mass polarization of Wisconsin’s electorate.

Hypotheses
• Political donors to Wisconsin’s gubernatorial and state-

legislative races have become more polarized since the

2012 recall elections.

• Political Science literature suggests that bipartisan

donors contribute to candidates that they believe will win,

not necessarily based on ideology. Therefore, bipartisan

donors have contributed more to candidates that end up

winning.

Findings
• As shown in the top row of the graphs, since the 2012 

Wisconsin recall elections, Wisconsin political donors 

have become more polarized.

• As seen in the bottom row of graphs, candidates who 

received more contributions from bipartisan donors were 

not always successful, like the 2014 Democratic 

gubernatorial nominee Mary Burke. 

Implications
Causation of donor polarization remains unclear. Either 

political donors act like the mass electorate and have 

predominately sorted themselves into partisan groups; or, a 

polarized populous has elected more extreme candidates 

that appeal less to bi-partisan and cross-party donors.

Next Steps
• Community detection to identify donor communities

• Compare candidates’ donor communities to public 

support of policy issues

• Identify connections between donor communities and 

candidates’ public support of specific policies
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